
Bowls Connect Pennant Result Procedures Changes 

An exciting development has recently been added to the Bowls Connect Competition Portal. 

Many of the clubs may have noticed that they can now see their opposition’s teams under 

the teams tab when they log into the Bowls Connect Portal to add the fixtures results. 

 

 

This development will change the procedures that clubs have been following in submitting 

and confirming results, with greater emphasis now on all clubs to put the rinks of all their 

teams into the Bowls Connect Portal prior to the beginning of play. 

The Home Team will now be responsible for not only adding the scores under the match tab 

but also going into the teams tab to rearrange their teams to match their direct rink 

opposition. 

The following procedures for both Home and Away clubs will ensure that come 6.30pm on 

the day of play, not only will the aggregate score of the Pennant fixture in the Bowls 



Connect Portal be correct but also each rinks direct opponent along with rink scores will also 

be correct.  

This will serve as a major advancement on the correct information every player has access 

to after 6.30pm on every day of play. 

If the following trial procedures are successfully implemented by all clubs leading up to the 

Christmas Break it is envisioned that these Bowls Portal results will then be available to be 

used for newspaper purposes in the New Year. 

 

Bowls Connect Competition Pennant Results Procedures  

As at 11th December 2015 

 

Prior to Commencement of Pennant Fixture 

 All Home and Away teams MUST be entered in the Bowls Connect Portal prior to the 

commencement of each Fixture. 

Home Team after the Pennant Game 

 Log into the Bowls Connect Portal with your Club or Team login. 

 Go to the first home fixture you are inputting results for. 

 Click into Team Tab so you can see your rinks as well as opposition rinks. 

 If required, rearrange your rinks to match the opposition rinks. Note: It is now likely 

that the rink order in the Bowls Connect System will be different to the Pennant 

result sheet. 

 Make a note of what order your rinks are now in before going to the Match Tab. 

 Select which club won game and input rink scores according to the order you have 

just rearranged your rinks into. Note Again: It is unlikely it will be the same order as 

the Pennant result sheet  

 If the aggregate is level you must choose a draw in the result section. It does not 

matter who won the most rinks. The system will automatically give the correct 

number of rink points. 

 Save scores via the save button at the bottom of the page 

 Submit scores via the submit button at the top left side of the page.  

 When the submit button is pushed a box will appear which will allow you to send a 

message. Until further notice we ask that clubs write a message in this box along the 



lines of “We have rearranged home rinks to correspond with away rinks and entered 

results accordingly.”  

 If your scores are disputed, you will receive an email as to what the away club thinks 

is wrong with the scores. Fix the problem and resubmit or contact Bowls WA if you 

believe they are correct. 

 Repeat all steps for each Home Fixture 

 

Away Team after the Pennant Game 

 After the Home Side has entered the scores an email will be sent to your designated 

email asking you to confirm results.  

 Log into the Bowls Connect Portal with your Club or Team login 

 Click into Team Tab so you can see your rinks as well as opposition rinks. 

 If your team had a withdrawal or a late replacement in one or more rinks please 

make those changes now. 

 Away teams are no longer required to match rinks. If the rinks DO NOT match 

correctly clubs are now required to Dispute results. Please do not move your rinks 

around to match the home club. 

 If Away team is happy with rink matchup go to Match Tab taking note of what order 

rinks are in. Note: It is likely that the rink order in the Bowls Connect System will be 

different to the Pennant result sheet. 

 Confirm rink scores are in correct order of arranged rinks and not necessarily 

Pennant result sheet. 

 Confirm scores as correct via the confirm button at the top left side of the page 

 If scores or rink arrangement are incorrect, dispute scores via the dispute button at 

the top left side of the page. When the dispute button is pushed, a box will appear 

for you to state what is wrong with the scores. Once this message is complete, push 

dispute and email button to send to home club 

 Once the scores are fixed by the home club, the away team will receive an email for 

them to log back in and confirm results 

 If the Home team believes the scores are correct following a dispute, they will 

contact Bowls WA to look at the Pennant Result Sheet 

 


